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摘  要 
2003 年，我国的外资利用额达到了 561.40 亿美元，其中外商直接投资





































In 2003, our country's foreign capital had achieved the volume of 56.14 billion 
US dollars. Among them foreign direct investment (FDI) had up to 535.5 
million dollars, other foreign capital was 26.35 million dollars. With our 
country’s foreign capital tendency swift and violent development, the scale of 
foreign capital cause people's concern, especially the country economical 
sovereignty risk question. Facing the unprecedented opportunity and severe 
challenge which were brought from the WTO entry, how to correctly test and 
assess the economic risk that the scale of the foreign capital brings to our 
country, how to utilize the foreign capitals reasonably and effectively while 
ensuring economic sovereignty of our country, how to heighten the level which 
utilize the foreign capitals and quality, and make " win-win " foreign capital 
strategy, are important issues suspending in our country in using the foreign 
capital. This article launches the research from the following several aspects. 
First chapter is the introduction part of this text, mainly explaining the research 
purpose of this text, research approach, explaining several pieces of basic 
conceptions which run through the full text, introducing the arrangement of the 
article and innovations in the article.  
Second chapter makes the review to relevant theory of foreign capital scale and 
economic development first, then reviews the theory of confirming the scale of 
the foreign capitals and monitoring the state sovereignty risk, introduces the 
present domestic research results. 













investment model to test our country present foreign capital state. The analysis 
result thought at present our country's foreign direct investment level already 
produced squeezed-out effect to our country's domestic capital. It is necessary to 
carry on the suitable monitor and the control to the foreign capital. 
In the fourth chapter, in order to weigh the economical sovereignty risk which 
foreign capital brings and the host country’s ability of paying off debt, the author 
synthesized the present research results, and put forward an index system of 
monitoring the risk with sovereign right of economy in view of the 
characteristics of foreign capital risk. 
Fifth chapter comparing the four characteristic countries in utilizing FDI (U.S.A., 
Japan,Singapore , India) with monitoring and taking precautions against the risk 
in sovereign right of economy. 
Sixth chapter introduces the trend and policy orientation of our country utilizing 
the foreign capitals, then proposed some own views and the suggestions. 
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